At Council Rock South
Jan. 23, 2020

Number four seed Council Rock North lost to number thirteen seed Garnet Valley by one lousy point.
The Jaguars started off taking the 195 and 220 weight classes before Max Harar scored a major to set
the team score at 4-7. Garnet Valley scored a pin and a 7-1 decision at 106 and 113 respectively and it
wasn't looking good for the Indians. Kyle Hauserman scored an 8-0 major at 120 but the Jaguars
answered that with a 16-1 tech fall in the next one. At 132 Luke Lucerne matched Garnet Valley with his
own 16-1 tech. A look at the flip chart showed Garnet Valley leading 13-21. The Jaguars increased that
lead with a fall in the 138 weight class. Sammy Hayes tried everything for the better part of two periods
but could not turn Eric Nickson. He had to settle for a takedown/escape strategy to maximize the score.
With Sammy's 20-8 major decision North drew within 10 points of Garnet Valley with 4 weight classes
to go. Cameron Robinson took just 0:29 to pin the Jaguar's Matt Flicker and the Indians moved to
within 4 points at 23-27. Dillon Sheehy put North in the lead for the first time with a 1:22 pin in the 160
pound match up. The 29-27 lead was short lived as the Jaguars recorded a fall at 170, score GV 33, CRN
29. At 182 Alex Roe would need at least a major to tie or a tech to win. He worked hard and the best he
could do was 6-0 decision and Garnet Valley moves on to the next round with the well deserved 33-32
win.
North will have to forget this one and get ready to compete in the SOL Championships on Saturday
January 25th at Pennsbury. Wrestling is scheduled to start at 9:00.

